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Smart button for apple

When iOS 8 is delivered next month, it will offer a feature you can't see—however, it could radically change everyday life than any other feature on your iPhone.It's HomeKit: a developer framework built by Apple to allow smart devices in your home to unite around your iOS device. I've talked to five top device manufacturers to find out Apple is making the
world undisciplined by smart things and how, in the process, it will make your home into a very smart home. Segregation on a digital scale Internet of Things (IoT) is a broad term encompassing the growing number of smart devices that have started replacing poorly non-connected appliances around our homes. These are devices such as Kwikset smart locks
or the Nest thermostat or Philips Hue smart lights. Devices that give the impression that by getting more and more of them you are turning your home into a smart home fable. However, just as smart because these devices are on an individual level it quickly became apparent that simply throwing them all together under one roof does not make your home in a
smart home. That's because a real smart home is one that has a universal interface that gives you effortless control over-and-seamless communication between-all the elements inside your home. But, so it is now, that's not possible. Instead, every smart IoT in your home currently requires your own proprietary app to control it. There is an app for lights,
another app for thermostat, and another one for the TV. Each app has a different interface, a different communication protocol, a different way of telling your smart device what you want it to do. It is digital segregation and the lack of a unifying ecosystem and a centralized control hub between these individual smart devices means that it is not possible for
them to equal anything greater than the sum of their parts. Thus, a real smart home remains emissive. The solution to this digitally segregated state of smart home, of course, is a centralized hub that allows all IoT devices to talk to each other and be controlled through a single unified interface. And that's exactly what Apple hopes to do with its new HomeKit
framework coming to the iPhone in iOS 8.Giving Home Automation A VoiceThe Smart Home Concept has been around for some time, but implementation has been slow, says Mike Watson, vice president of product strategy at Cree, maker of smart lighting products, and one of the first companies to sign on to the Apple HomeKit Initiative. With the
introduction of HomeKit and other similar devices, we are pleased that there is finally recognition that there must be interoperability several types of devices and manufacturers, with a focus on providing real consumer value, which is a fundamental difference between today's smart home market and the past. Indeed, the value of consumer could be the slogan
for HomeKit as the unifying framework will not only allow users better control of their homes-it-it has the potential to reduce energy costs and ease their environmental footprint. But perhaps the most shocking thing about such a major and promising feature of iOS 8 is that although HomeKit is a unifying hub, it has no application. That's right: it's all done
through Siri. Thanks to HomeKit you'll now be able to tell Siri to Turn on the kitchen lights or lock my back door and-as long as the smart device you're using supports your HomeKit will do. At the end of the HomeKit user works by grouping smart devices by location, name, and action. First you name all the rooms in your home, which is how HomeKit (via Siri)
knows what devices are in that rooms. For example, you can call one bedroom master bedroom and the other bedroom of the son. Then name smart devices. So if you have two Kwikset locks-one on the front door and one on the back-you'll want to name a front door lock and the other back door lock. Finally, you want to give actions that smart devices
support and names. So if you have a smart shower faucet you might call it the action of its bath run. Once all this is done you will be able to control any smart device in your home- indeed, even the multiple ones at the same time, simply by telling Siri, for example, turn off the lights in the kitchen, lock the back door, and run the bathroom upstairs. And, as if by
magic, the smart devices in your home have now unified to create your own smart home. Integration with Siri will allow for added convenience for users and a more hands-off experience, says Chris Allen, CEO of iDevices, makers of the popular iGrill and Kitchen Thermometer, when you ask him what is the greatest benefit of Apple's approach to home
automation. The user experience will be very easy and adaptable with the ability to safely pair and control devices throughout the home. Integrating HomeKit into iOS 8 will ensure the best possible user experience – a change to the one we saw today in the home automation market. Bringing order to the Internet of Things Wild WestAnd a change in the home
automation market is exactly what is needed according to the other developers I have spoken to. That's because HomeKit stands firm at the intersection of two major and profitable-tech trends that have been threatening to become too complicated to operate in the IDC estimatethat the Internet of Things market will be $7.1 trillion by 2020. Add to this
prediction the GSM Association that the connected home sector will be a $44 billion-a-year industry by 2017. However, without clear standards or ecosystem unification, each of these sectors was at risk of become the version of a coder of the Wild West. From a developer's perspective, having a common standard to develop toward brings clarity to
development that makes meeting a standard more achievable, says Watson Cree's. Apple's approach fosters interoperability, but allows value to be differentiated from each manufacturer. Most importantly, to a standard brings a known and technology-friendly consumer base for all connected device manufacturers. During this process we found the platform
to be well thought out. [But] what we are most excited about is being able to see in implementation and learn how HomeKit makes consumers' lives easier and better, not ours. Carlos Raventos, the leading mobile developer for Netatmo, manufacturer of smart weather stations and thermostats, agrees with Watson. HomeKit makes it easy to develop reliable,
high-quality apps at a faster rate, he says. We anticipate a new category of apps that will appear and control most smart devices at home, despite different types of devices and different manufacturers. This was extremely hard to do before HomeKit. Developers either did not have access to APIs or had to implement proprietary APIs from manufacturers
individually. But everything has changed now thanks to HomeKit.Is an iHome in your future? Then, of course, there is a big question: If the smart home and Internet of Things industry is really going to be worth over £7 trillion combined in just five years time, why does Apple-a hardware company choose to create a software framework that allows for better
interoperability between existing third-party smart home devices instead of getting their hands in the hardware game themselves? After all, Google-a software company-just plunked down over $3 billion for smart thermostat filter Nest.Many developers I spoke to, who didn't want to go on the record, said it's very likely that with Apple's vast resources will enter
the smart home market with hardware offerings in the future. What these hardware deals might be is someone's guess, however. It's hard to see Apple make a smart version of every device in your home-from toilets to toasters to door locks, even though our smart home will eventually contain all of these things. What the company is probably doing, according
to several developers, is to play safe-and-steady card, so it did with the MP3 player: seeing what others do first and then radically revolutionizing the hardware thinks it is capable of disrupting. And although Apple could easily become a competitor with any of its HomeKit framework companies to make life easier for today, all the developers we've talked to are
glad Apple has their fingers in the smart home game now. There is a wide range of products on the smart home market: locks, garage door openers, light bulbs, thermostats, cameras, switches and more, says Raventos from Netatmo. Each of them plays an important role in the future of the connected home. It was a movement for Apple to trust
manufacturers who have experience in each of these individual categories. Now, industry players can devote all their energy and resources while taking advantage of the HomeKit platform. We are pleased to see this will turn category-and-houses of the future. Amazon's Echo Loop (Image Credit: Future) Last month, Amazon unveiled a one of new alexa-
powered products, including Echo Loop, a smart ring that puts alexa skills on your finger. It's not a complete consumer product yet, accessible only through an invitation from Amazon itself, but it shows a desire to try new formats for digital assistants. Now it seems that Apple, with its own Siri digital assistant, wants to do something similar, according to a
newly discovered patent. (Image credit: USPTO) In a patent published on October 15 and spotted by Tech Radar and VentureBeat, Apple Ring functionality is similar to that of the Apple Watch, providing biometric sensors to give you health and fitness information and syncing with an iPhone or similar device, as well as Echo Loop, which works primarily
through voice commands. However, the ring would also be usable with motion gestures, allowing users to wave their hand or even detect writing. The patent also suggests the ring could be used to control other Apple products by dragging on to the small embedded screen. (Image credit: USPTO) There are some who are not convinced by the Echo Loop.
The technology is strange to wear and use, and has limitations would be a short battery life, a large size and limited resistance to water. It feels like a product aimed at Alexa power users, which would explain the early limited release. Apple's patent does not go the way to address the battery problem by suggesting several specific charging methods, including
one mounted on a car steering wheel or a computer mouse. (Image credit: USPTO) Of course, patent carauts usually apply - this may be a future Apple product, but its release could be years away, if Apple decides to launch a product like this at all. Since this patent dates back to 2015, in some places, Apple has clearly given this wearable ring a fair
consideration, but even that length of time cannot guarantee any future possibilities for the product. Product.
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